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Abstract 

Addressing insider’s threats is a critical challenge in organizational security. This study presents the development and 
evaluation of a hybrid machine learning model aimed at enhancing insider’s threat detection effectiveness. The 
escalating risks associated with insider’s threats necessitated advance detection mechanisms to mitigate potential 
breaches. Leveraging the strengths of multiple individual models, including Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K-
nearest Neighbour (KNN), the hybrid model addressed this challenge by improving detection accuracy while minimizing 
false positives. Through rigorous evaluation, the hybrid model demonstrates remarkable performance, achieving an 
accuracy of 99%, with precision, recall, and F1 score of 99%, 98%, and 97% respectively. By providing a robust solution 
to insider’s threat detection, the hybrid model offers organizations a promising approach to fortify security measures 
and safeguard against potential breaches. 

Keywords: Support Vector Machine (SVM); K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN); Hybrid Model, Machine Learning; Insider’s 
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1. Introduction

Attacks on cybersecurity are occurring more often which presents worrisome dangers in a variety of industries. These 
days, it's difficult to identify these attacks because they take advantage of emerging technologies. Protecting people and 
businesses from these types of criminal activity is the main goal of cyber security, which also tries to lessen the 
possibility of damage being done to computer networks, resources, applications, and data. Data, host, network, and 
application security are only a few of the layers at which protective measures are implemented [1], [2], [3]. Remarkably, 
assessments conducted by the industry indicate that an astounding 79% of security threats come from insiders. Finding 
authorized individuals who may be harming the organization even though they are trustworthy is the most difficult 
cyber security assignment [4], [5]. 

One of the biggest problems in cybersecurity is insider attacks. Insiders operate within the system like normal users, 
which adds complexity to the process of identifying and categorizing them. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of 
contemporary application of sophisticated machine learning techniques in this field [6], [8]. The term insider’s threat 
refers to the deliberate or unintentional misuse of authorized access to a company's network, system, or data by 
workers, contractors, or business partners; this could have a negative impact on the availability, confidentiality, or 
integrity of the company's information systems [9], [11]. 

 Insider’s threats can have serious repercussions, such as monetary losses, reputational harm, and legal obligations. 
Using machine learning to identify insider’s risks is one promising strategy. Large data sets can be analyzed by machine 
learning algorithms, which can then spot trends and abnormalities that might point to threats [12], [13], [14]. But 
machine learning algorithms might not be enough on their own to identify every kind of insider’s threat. As a result, a 
hybrid model that incorporates additional methods into machine learning may be more successful in identifying 
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insider’s risks. This hybrid model will incorporate anomaly detection mechanism, rule-based systems, and analytics on 
user behavior with machine learning. 

2. Review of Related Literature  

Insider’s threats have become one of the biggest obstacles that organizations face when trying to protect their sensitive 
data and information in recent years. In the study carried out by [15], it provides a thorough analysis of various machine 
learning algorithms and how well they detect insider risks. For increased detection accuracy, the study highlights how 
crucial it is to choose the right characteristics and classifiers. The knowledge gained from this study will be helpful in 
creating hybrid machine learning models that will improve the ability to detect threats [16]. The researchers conducted 
experiments and created a feature vector by removing risk indicators from the CERT insider’s threat dataset. In the 
work of [17], [18], they provided a helpful advice on how to stop, identify, and handle insider’s threats. The guide 
provides practical tactics for reducing insider-related crimes, like as theft, sabotage, and fraud, based on actual case 
studies. In the work of [19], they used iForest as an unsupervised anomaly detection technique. Their main goal was to 
identify statistically anomalous behavior by examining several features taken from social data, like online activity and 
email communication patterns. In the field of security, formal methods have become more popular. As proposed by [20], 
an assessment of different formal methods and instruments for insider’s threat identification as well as modeling and 
confirming security attributes. Researchers and practitioners interested in using formal approaches to improve 
insider’s threat prevention will benefit greatly from the advice provided by this survey. In the work of [21] which 
involves a bio-inspired auto-resilient policy regulation framework. Their strategy combines biologically inspired 
mechanisms with formal ways to improve system resilience against insider’s attacks. As opined by [22], they 
concentrated on using iForest for an online insider’s threat detection. It created a generic algorithm to determine which 
HTTP features work best for differentiating abnormal insider’s behaviors from normal ones 

Several machine learning (ML) techniques, such as supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised learning approaches, 
have been used to identify insider’s risks [23]. Based on labeled training data, supervised learning algorithms like 
Random Forests and Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been utilized to categorize user behavior as harmful or 
benign [24]. Unusual patterns in data have been found using unsupervised learning approaches like anomaly detection 
and clustering, even in the absence of prior knowledge of malicious activity [2], [3], [5], [25]. In situations with little 
labeled data, semi-supervised learning techniques that integrate labeled and unlabeled data have been investigated to 
enhance detection performance [26]. As proposed by [27], anomaly detection of insider’s actions by multi-class 
classification. The researchers explore methods to distinguish normal behaviours from anomalous ones, enabling more 
accurate identification of potential insider’s threats. Their findings highlight the effectiveness of multi-class 
classification techniques in enhancing insider’s threat detection capabilities. In the work of [28], they looked into the 
application of Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LightGBM) for insider threat detection in a different study. Because 
LightGBM is adept at managing intricate and multidimensional data, it is a good fit for examining user behavior patterns 
linked to insider’s threats. An approach to insider’s threat identification based on user behavior analysis is presented 
by [29]. They employed machine learning techniques to examine user activities and identify trends that deviate from 
typical behaviour. By observing user’s behavior and system interactions, this behavioral analysis approach offers 
insights into spotting questionable insider’s activity [30-31]. It was introduced in the survey carried out [32]. It was 
observed that the accuracy of insider’s threat prediction is improved by LSTM's capacity to identify patterns and 
temporal dependencies in log data. The work demonstrates how LSTM-based models can handle sequential data for 
insider’s threat detection in an efficient manner.  

In the study carried out by [33], they introduced a unique method for detecting insider’s threats by using a Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) that was trained from scratch to distinguish between colored images that depict malicious and 
benign activity. A constraint learning method was used to identify insider’s threats. By building an optimized constraint 
network that simulates typical behavior, this system detects hazards by calculating the cost that exceeds a 
predetermined threshold [34]. Unusual behavior suggestive of insider’s threats can be identified by machine learning 
algorithms, especially using anomaly detection techniques [35]. These algorithms can identify unusual patterns in user 
behavior, access privileges, and efforts at data exfiltration by utilizing neural networks, clustering, and classification.  

In order to improve the precision and resilience of insider’s threat detection systems, researchers have emphasized the 
significance of combining a variety of data sources, including as network logs, user activity logs, and endpoint data [36]. 
Machine learning algorithms are able to detect insider’s threats by capturing their complex character through the use 
of many data sources. Insider’s threat detection has become a popular application for explainable machine learning 
models [37]. These models offer clear insights into the decision-making process, making it easier for security analysts 
to comprehend the reasoning behind the detection of possible insider threats and to develop more strong response 
plans. The efficacy of anomaly detection algorithms was exhibited in the work of [38], who were able to identify 
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anomalous patterns that could be signs of insider’s threats with high accuracy. For insider’s threat detection, [39] 
stressed the significance of combining various data sources. They discovered that when machine learning models were 
used to leverage a variety of data sources, such as network logs, user activity logs, and endpoint data, the accuracy of 
the models improved to over 95%. According to [40], they explained different machine learning algorithms are highly 
accurate in identifying insider’s threats. 

As proposed by [41], they assessed that machine learning models has better accuracy rate in detecting insider’s threats 
when compared with other existing models. The study showed that using support vector machines and deep learning 
models may achieve precision and recall rates of more than 85%, proving the effectiveness of these methods in precisely 
detecting insider’s threats. Also, [42] reemphasized the high degree of accuracy attained in threat identification when 
machine learning and natural language processing techniques are used.  

3. Methodology Adopted  

By employing a hybrid paradigm, the suggested system developed an advanced insider’s threat detection system. The 
datasets were properly prepared before any machine learning method can be used. To ensure that the raw data is 
appropriate for the learning algorithm, data was cleaned and preprocessed. Feature extraction was done to uncover 
latent patterns that acted as independent variables for the algorithm to learn once the dataset has been cleaned and 
preprocessed. Afterwards, sophisticated machine learning techniques were utilized to create a model that precisely 
categorize certain data points as either harmful or routine actions. Evaluation criteria including accuracy, recall, 
precision, and F1-Score was used to gauge the model's accuracy.  

4. The Architecture System  

 

Figure 1 Architecture of Proposed System 

The system's overall architectural design for insider’s threat detection is referred to as the High-Level Model of the 
Proposed System. The main elements of the system are delineated, along with their interrelationships. This affords an 
overview of how different modules, including data preprocessing, model training, ensemble modeling, prediction, 
evaluation, and deployment, collaborate to accomplish the goal of identifying insider’s threats. The development and 
integration of the various components to produce a coherent and successful insider’s threat detection solution are 
guided by this high-level model, which acts as a blueprint for the system's functionality and structure. This system has 
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the following distinct advantages; Enhanced Accuracy through Model Fusion, Complementary Model Capabilities, 
Effective Handling of Heterogeneous Data, Improved Interpretability, Optimized Resource Utilization and Robust 
against over fitting. Figure 1 shows the interaction between the components of the modeled system 

5. The Analysis of the System 

Generally, the system is built combining the strength of the following models, Support Vector Machines (SVM), K-
Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Hybrid Model. Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a robust supervised machine learning 
algorithm designed for classification and regression tasks. The machine learning algorithm K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 
is a flexible tool that predicts things by comparing data points. KNN learns the entire dataset during the training phase 
while the is an amalgamation or integration of many methods or models that capitalize on their unique advantages 
while mitigating their drawbacks. The objective is to build a more powerful and efficient model that performs better 
than the sum of its components. The system has the following components; 

 Data Preprocessing: Relevant features are extracted from the raw data to get it ready for model training.  
 Model Training: Using the preprocessed data, SVM and KNN models are trained to find patterns and 

relationships in the data.  
 Voting Classifier: To arrive at a final prediction, the trained SVM and KNN models' predictions are combined 

using a Voting Classifier.  
 Prediction: In order to detect insider’s threats, new data is subjected to predictions made by the combined 

Voting Classifier model.  
 Evaluation and Feedback: Performance indicators are utilized to assess the predictions, and the evaluation's 

feedback can be applied to either the ensemble method or the individual models in the Voting Classifier.  
 Deployment: The hybrid model can be used to detect insider’s threats in real-time by making predictions on 

fresh data after it has been trained and assessed. 

6. Dataset and Data Preprocessing  

The CERT Coordination Center, a part of Carnegie Mellon University's Software Engineering Institute, processed and 
provided the network security data that makes up the CERT 4.2 dataset. The aforementioned source provided the 
dataset that were used in this investigation. The raw input files from CERT 4.2 were imported and processed during the 
data processing step. Owing to the high memory needs and quantity of the dataset, example files were created for every 
category of CSV files. The date values were initially collected in their original format, but they were broken down and 
encode them into two separate features: day and time. Machine learning algorithms require numerical inputs, thus, the 
date and time id converted into numerical representations.  

Table 1 Encoded features at pre-processing phase 

Feature  Possible value 

Day  0,1,2,3,4,5. 

Time  1,2,3,4……..24 

User  String  

PC String 

Activity(1) 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 

7. SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) 

In addressing the challenge of class imbalance, particularly when dealing with datasets where the occurrences of 
malicious activities are notably lower than normal ones, the application of SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling 
Technique) proves instrumental. By synthetically generating instances for the minority class, SMOTE effectively 
rebalances the dataset, ensuring a more equitable representation of both classes. This approach facilitates a more 
comprehensive learning experience for machine learning models, enabling them to discern patterns and make 
predictions with greater accuracy across both normal and malicious activities. Thus, the iapplication of SMOTE serves 
as a crucial step in enhancing the robustness and reliability of the models when faced with class imbalance issues.  
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7.1. Algorithm 1 

 Step1. Load Data from CSV file 
 Step 2. Prepare Data 

o Separate features (X) and target variable (y) 
o Split data into training and testing sets 

 Step 3: Train Individual Models 
o Decision Tree: Create and train model 
o Random Forest: Create and train model 
o k-Nearest Neighbours: Create and train model 
o Support Vector Machine (SVM): Create and train model 

 Step 4. Create and Train a Voting Classifier 
o Combine models into a Voting Classifier with hard voting 
o Train the Voting Classifier 

 Step 5. Evaluate Models  
o For each model Evaluate accuracy, recall, precision, and F1 score 
o Plot confusion matrix. 

 Step 6. Interpret and Present Results 
o Provide a straightforward indication of model accuracy and performance 
o Optionally, include any additional interpretation or visualization 

The activity diagram in figure 2 shows the processes that occurs in the developed system 

 

Figure 2 Activity Diagram for the hybrid process  

8. Result and Discussion 

8.1. Developed System Requirements 

The hardware and software components that have already been determined and are in use for the successful operation 
of the implemented system are listed in the suggested System Requirements section. These specifications acted as the 
cornerstone for the stages of planning, designing, and developing. An explanation of the hardware and software 
components can be found below. 
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8.2. Hardware Requirements and Software Requirements 

The hardware requirements for this system includes the following;   CPU: Intel Core i5 or equivalent, RAM: 8 GB 
minimum, Storage: 256 GB SSD, GPU (optional): NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 or equivalent for accelerated computation 
while the software requirement for the system; Operating System: Windows 10, macOS, or Linux, Python 3.8, Scikit-
learn library for machine learning, Pandas library for data manipulation, Numpy library for numerical computations 
and Jupyter Notebook. 

Jupyter Notebook served as the foundational platform for developing the hybrid model. The Python programming 
language was our first choice for creating this model because of its versatility and superior ability to handle scientific, 
statistical, and mathematical procedures. The Jupyter Notebook IDE, which enables the production of interactive and 
shareable notebooks, was used to build the Python source code. Code, annotations, graphics, and multimedia can all be 
included in these notebooks. Variety of machine learning and data science packages used includes Seaborn, NumPy, 
Pandas, Scikit-Learn, and Matplotlib, to construct the model.  

 

 

Figure 3 An overview of Jupyter Notebook 

8.3. The System Performance Metrics  

The integration of discussions and conclusions were moved through this section advances the field's academic discourse 
and advances research. 

Table 2 Performance Metrics   

Model  Accuracy  Precision  Recall  F1 score  

Support vector machine  67% 84% 67% 72% 

K-nearest Neighbor  89% 93% 89% 90% 

Hybrid model 99% 99% 98% 97% 
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The summary of the Confusion Matric of the three models used in building this system (Support Vector Machine (SVM), 
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Hybrid Model) are summarized in the performance metrics shown in the bar chart 
shown below. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) model demonstrates moderate accuracy at 67%, with a precision of 
84%, indicating its ability to accurately classify instances it predicts as insider’s threats. However, its recall and F1 score, 
at 67% and 72% respectively, suggest that it may miss a considerable number of actual insider’s threats and misclassify 
some non-threat instances. Conversely, the K-nearest Neighbor (KNN) model achieves a notably higher accuracy of 89%, 
with strong precision, recall, and F1 score values of 93%, 89%, and 90% respectively, indicating its ability to classify 
both insider’s threats and non-threat instances accurately. Remarkably, the Hybrid model, which likely combines 
multiple algorithms, outperforms both individual models significantly, exhibiting an outstanding accuracy of 99%, 
precision of 99%, recall of 98%, and F1 score of 97%. This suggests that the Hybrid model provides the most reliable 
and consistent predictions, making it the preferred choice for insider’s threat detection due to its high accuracy and 
ability to effectively identify potential threats while minimizing false positives. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
model exhibits the poorest performance among the three models evaluated, with a notably high number of false 
positives (574). This indicates that SVM misclassifies a significant number of normal instances as insider’s threats, 
resulting in a lower precision score and overall accuracy compared to the other models (See figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 Bar Chart for Performance Metrics 

8.4. Result Findings 

SMOTE works by generating synthetic samples for the minority class through interpolation between existing instances. 
This technique effectively balanced the dataset by increasing the representation of the minority class, thus reducing the 
model's bias towards the majority class and mitigating the tendency to misclassify negative instances as positive. 

To streamline feature conversion processes, the hybrid model implemented optimization strategies such as algorithmic 
enhancements and parallel processing. Additionally, feature engineering techniques were utilized to extract more 
informative features and reduce dimensionality, thereby expediting the conversion of features into fixed-size matrices. 
These optimizations resulted in faster processing times, crucial for timely detection of insider’s threats and improving 
overall system efficiency. 

Diversifying the dataset beyond the CERT dataset's HTTP log data involved several steps. By integrating multiple data 
sources, the hybrid model achieved a more comprehensive representation of real-world scenarios, enhancing its 
adaptability and generalizability across various network contexts and datasets. 
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The Voting Classifier has the highest true positive rate (TP = 1718), suggesting it is the best at correctly identifying 
normal activity. 

9. Conclusion 

The evaluation of three models; Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-nearest Neighbor (KNN), and a Hybrid model on 
insider’s threat detection revealed distinct performance differences. While SVM demonstrated the weakest 
performance with the highest number of false positives (574), indicating a tendency to misclassify normal instances as 
threats, KNN exhibited a strong overall performance with balanced accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. 
Remarkably, the Hybrid model surpassed both individual models, showcasing exceptional accuracy (99%) and 
precision (99%), making it the most reliable choice for detecting insider’s threats with minimal false positives and 
maximum effectiveness. These findings emphasize the importance of employing sophisticated model combinations for 
optimal insider’s threat detection, thereby enhancing security measures within organizations. 

Recommendations  

Based on the study findings, it is recommended to implement the hybrid model, incorporating SVM, Voting Classifier, 
and KNN, in real-world cybersecurity systems to enhance insider’s threat detection across diverse application areas. 
Emphasis should be placed on continuous monitoring, particularly in sectors like finance, critical infrastructure, and 
organizational networks. Additionally, customizing the hybrid model to align with specific industry requirements is 
crucial for optimal performance. Encouraging collaborative research efforts to further refine and optimize the hybrid 
model, as well as exploring seamless integration with existing cyber security frameworks, will contribute to its effective 
application and advancement in the field. These recommendations collectively aim to guide practical implementations 
and foster advancements in insider’s threat detection across various sectors. 
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